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Who?



Source: IIASA IAMC 1.5°C Scenario Explorer, IIASA RCP
Database v. 2.0.5. & UN population projections. Figure
combines selected scenario and historical data and is
supposed to illustrate the shape of the curve, not a
detailed pathway.

Why we need nuclear power?



Source: Accelerated modern human–induced species losses: 
Entering the sixth mass extinction BY GERARDO CEBALLOS, PAUL 
R. EHRLICH, ANTHONY D. BARNOSKY, ANDRÉS GARCÍA, ROBERT M. 
PRINGLE, TODD M. PALMER SCIENCE ADVANCES19 JUN 2015 : 
E1400253

Why we need nuclear power?



▪Stable source of power with little
dependence on geographical
conditions

▪Source of both electricity and heat

▪Address some concerns
associated with traditional nuclear
power

Why are SMRs so appealing?



▪Underestimation of the scale of the
challenge
▪Not just the electricity! 

▪Limited economic perspective
▪ Ignoring system level costs

▪Problematic concepts and terms
▪Renewable ≠ low carbon ≠ sustainable

▪Problematic mental models
▪Not all development is like digitalization

Political barriers: Views and perspectives



▪Focusing on means over ends
▪The problem is not the lack of 

renewable/smart/customer-centric/etc. 
energy, but emissions and loss of 
biodiversity

▪Mixing politics and economics
▪ ”Nuclear is too expensive” is a poor

argument for making it more expensive

Political barriers: Policy design



▪Biased view of risks
▪Nuclear waste vs GHG emissions
▪Nuclear accidents vs combustion related

health risks
▪Nuclear weapons/terror vs geoeconomics of

fossil fuels, climate driven conflicts etc.

▪Previous technological and 
communication failures
▪Nuclear industry has failed to build trust

Political barriers: Nuclear taboo



▪Overlapping EU policies
▪Specific RE targets alongside ETS
▪Taxonomy for sustainable activities
▪A hash of sector or theme specific

strategies and processes

▪Chicken or the egg?
▪ ”When are SMRs commercially available?”

▪National specifications

Political barriers: Specific policy problems



▪Do the math and communicate it!

▪Focus on system level perspective and 
deep decarbonization

▪Embrace technology neutrality as a
policy guideline

▪Think big

… and how to overcome them



A Finnish perspective

”The use of

nuclear energy

should be…”

Source: https://energia.fi/files/5537/Energiateollisuus_-_Energia-asenteet_2020.pdf
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Finnish Greens and nuclear energy

”To combat climate change Greens are open towards the research and 

development of  all low-carbon and environmentally friendly technologies. The 

latest nuclear energy projects have been slow and problematic. We do not want 

more of  those.”

”Energy economy needs to be efficient and be based on zero-emission or low-

carbon forms of  energy and utilize all sustainable solutions that reduce the use 

of  fossil fuels.”
- Party principles programme 2020-2028

- Party political programme 2019-2023



Political atmosphere – Finland and SMRs

▪Public position quite positive, 
strict opposition marginal
▪SMRs dodge some nuclear

criticism

▪Some competing goals regarding
EU policies

▪Lack of commitment and 
leadership



Conclusions

▪New nuclear power is definitely needed

▪SMRs have massive potential in
decarbonizing the energy system

▪Missing sense of urgency, flawed policy
framework and  lack of leadership create
bottlenecks for the technology
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